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DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING USING 
HIGHLY CONSTRAINED IMAGE 

RECONSTRUCTION METHOD 

2 
methods sample k-space with a series of views that sample 
radial lines extending outward from the center ofk-space as 
shown in FIG. 3. The number of views needed to sample 
k-space determines the length of the scan and if an insuffi-

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

5 cient number of views are acquired, streak artifacts are 
produced in the reconstructed image. The technique dis
closed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,487,435 is one method for reducing 
such streaking by acquiring successive undersampled This application is based on U.S. Provisional Patent 

Application Ser. No. 60/719,445 filed on Sep. 22, 2005 and 
entitled "HIGHLY CONSTRAINED IMAGE RECON- 10 

images with interleaved views and sharing peripheral 
k-space data between successive image frames. 

There are two methods used to reconstruct images from 
an acquired set of projection views as described, for 
example, in U.S. Pat. No. 6,710,686. In MRI the most 
common method is to regrid the k-space samples acquired 

STRUCTION METHOD" and Provisional Patent Applica
tion Ser. No. 60/774,314 filed on Feb. 17, 2006 and entitled 
"DIFFUSION TENSOR IMAGING USING HIGHLY 
CONSTRAINED IMAGE RECONSTRUCTION 
METHOD." 

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY 
SPONSORED RESEARCH 

This invention was made with govermnent support under 
Grant No. HL06488, HL072260 and MH062015 awarded 
by the National Institute of Health. The United States 
Government has certain rights in this invention. 

15 on their radial sampling trajectories to a Cartesian grid. The 
image is then reconstructed by performing a 2D or 3D 
Fourier transformation of the regridded k-space samples. 
The second method for reconstructing an MR image is to 
transform the radial k-space projection views to Radon 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

20 space by first Fourier transforming each projection view. An 
image is reconstructed from these signal projections by 
filtering and backprojecting them into the field of view 
(FOY) as is commonly done with x-ray CT data. As is well 
known in the art, if the acquired signal projections are 

The field of the invention is magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI) and particularly, methods for acquiring and recon
structing diffusion weighted images. 

25 insufficient in number to satisfy the Nyquist sampling theo
rem, streak artifacts are produced in the reconstructed 

Magnetic resonance imaging uses the nuclear magnetic 30 

resonance (NMR) phenomenon to produce images. When a 
substance such as human tissue is subjected to a uniform 
magnetic field (polarizing field B0 ), the individual magnetic 
moments of the spins in the tissue attempt to align with this 
polarizing field, but precess about it in random order at their 35 

characteristic Larmor frequency. If the substance, or tissue, 
is subjected to a magnetic field (excitation field B1 ) which is 
in the x-y plane and which is near the Larmor frequency, the 
net aligned moment, M

2
, may be rotated, or "tipped", into 

the x-y plane to produce a net transverse magnetic moment 40 

M,. A signal is emitted by the excited spins, and after the 
excitation signal B1 is terminated, this signal may be 
received and processed to form an image. 

image. 

The standard backprojection method used in MRI is 
shown in FIG. 4. Each acquired signal projection profile 10 
is backprojected onto the field of view 12 by projecting each 
signal sample 14 in the profile 10 through the FOY 12 along 
the projection path as indicted by arrows 16. In projecting 
each signal sample 14 in the FOY 12 we have no a priori 
knowledge of the subject being imaged and the assumption 
is made that the NMR signals in the FOY 12 are homoge
neous and that the signal sample 14 should be distributed 
equally in each pixel through which the projection path 
passes. For example, a projection path 8 is illustrated in FIG. 
3 for a single signal sample 14 in one signal projection 
profile 10 as it passes through N pixels in the FOY 12. The 
signal value (P) of this signal sample 14 is divided up 
equally between these N pixels: 

(1) 

where: Sn is the signal value distributed to the nth pixel in 
a projection path having N pixels. 

Clearly, the assumption that the backprojected signal in 
the FOY 12 is homogeneous is not correct. However, as is 

When utilizing these signals to produce images, magnetic 
field gradients (Gx GY and G

2
) are employed. Typically, the 45 

region to be imaged is scanned by a sequence of measure
ment cycles in which these gradients vary according to the 
particular localization method being used. Each measure
ment is referred to in the art as a "view" and the number of 
views determines the quality of the image. The resulting set 50 well known in the art, if certain corrections are made to each 

signal profile 10 and a sufficient number of profiles are 
acquired at a corresponding number of projection angles, the 
errors caused by this faulty assumption are minimized and 
image artifacts are suppressed. In a typical, filtered back-

of received NMR signals, or views, or k-space samples, are 
digitized and processed to reconstruct the image using one 
of many well known reconstruction techniques. The total 
scan time is determined in part by the length of each 
measurement cycle, or "pulse sequence", and in part by the 
number of measurement cycles, or "views," that are 
acquired for an image. There are many clinical applications 
where total scan time for an image of prescribed resolution 
and SNR is a premium, and as a result, many improvements 
have been made with the objective of reducing scan time. 

55 projection method of image reconstruction, 400 projections 
are required for a 256x256 pixel 2D image and 203,000 
projections are required for a 256x256x256 voxel 3D image. 
If the method described in the above-cited U.S. Pat. No. 
6,487,435 is employed, the number of projection views 

60 needed for these same images can be reduced to 100 (2D) 
and 2000 (3D). Recent work directed towards reducing total scan time 

includes using projection reconstruction methods as dis
closed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,487,435. Projection reconstruction 
methods have been known since the inception of magnetic 
resonance imaging. Rather than sampling k-space in a 65 

rectilinear, or Cartesian, scan pattern as is done in Fourier 
imaging and shown in FIG. 2, projection reconstruction 

Nerve tissue in human beings and other mammals 
includes neurons with elongated axonal portions arranged to 
form neural fibers or fiber bundles along which electro
chemical signals are transmitted. In the brain, for example, 
functional areas defined by very high neural densities are 
typically linked by structurally complex neural networks of 
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axonal fiber bundles. The axonal fiber bundles and other 
fibrous material are substantially surrounded by other tissue. 

Diagnosis of neural diseases, planning for brain surgery, 
and other neurologically related clinical activities as well as 
research activities on brain functioning can benefit from 5 

non-invasive imaging and tracking of the axonal fibers and 
fiber bundles. In particular, diffusion tensor magnetic reso
nance imaging (DT-MRI) such as that disclosed in U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 6,526,305; 6,642,7126 and 6,806,705 has been shown 

10 
to provide image contrast that correlates with axonal fiber 
bundles. 

4 

(2) 

where: P=the backprojected signal sample value in the 
projection profile; and 

Cn =signal value of an a priori composite image at the nth 

pixel along the backprojection path. 

The numerator in equation (2) weights each pixel using the 
corresponding signal value in the composite image and the 
denominator normalizes the value so that all backprojected 

15 
signal samples reflect the projection sums for the time frame 
and are not multiplied by the sum of the composite image. 
It should be noted that while the normalization can be 
performed on each pixel separately after the backprojection 
is performed, in many clinical applications it is far easier to 

In the DT-MRI technique, motion sensitizing magnetic 
field gradients are applied in a so-called diffusion weighted 
imaging (DWI) pulse sequence so that the magnetic reso
nance images include contrast related to the diffusion of 
water or other fluid molecules. By applying the diffusion 
gradients in selected directions during the MRI measure
ment cycle, diffusion weighted images are acquired from 
which apparent diffusion tensor coefficients are obtained for 20 

each voxel location in the reconstructed image. Fluid mol
ecules diffuse more readily along the direction of the axonal 
fiber bundle as compared with directions partially or totally 
orthogonal to the fibers. Hence, the directionality and anisot
ropy of the apparent diffusion coefficients tend to correlate 25 

with the direction of the axonal fibers and fiber bundles. 
Using iterative tracking methods, axonal fibers or fiber 
bundles can be tracked or segmented using the DT-MRI 
data. 

However, to calculate the apparent diffusion tensor coef
ficients, it is necessary to acquire at least six DWI images 
using motion-sensitizing gradients directed in six different 
directions. Indeed, it is desirable to acquire more than six 
directions, but the acquisition of additional DWI images 
extends the total scan time beyond what is already a lengthy 
scan. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

normalize the projection P before the backprojection. In this 
case, the projection P is normalized by dividing by the 
corresponding value Pc in a projection through the compos
ite image at the same view angle. The normalized projec
tions PIP care then backprojected and the resulting image is 
then multiplied by the composite image. 

A 3D embodiment is shown graphically in FIG. 6 for a 
single 3D projection view characterized by the view angles 
8 and cp. This projection view is back projected along axis 16 
and spread into a Radon plane 21 at a distance r along the 

30 
back projection axis 16. Instead of a filtered back projection 
in which projection signal values are filtered and uniformly 
distributed into the successive Radon planes, along axis 16, 
the projection signal values are distributed in the Radon 
plane 21 using the information in the composite image. The 

35 
composite image in the example of FIG. SA contains struc
tures 18 and 20. The weighted signal contour value is 
deposited at image location x, y, z in the Radon plane 21 
based on the intensity at the corresponding location x, y, z 
in the composite image. This is a simple multiplication of the 

40 
signal profile value by the corresponding composite image 
voxel value. This product is then normalized by dividing the 
product by the profile value from the corresponding image 
space profile formed from the composite image. The formula 
for the 3D reconstruction is 

The present invention is a method for acquiring diffusion 
weighted image data at many different motion-sensitizing 
directions in a vastly reduced scan time and reconstructing 
corresponding DWI images from the acquired data. A com
posite image is reconstructed using interleaved projection 45 
views motion-sensitized in different directions, and this 
composite image is employed in a highly constrained back
projection reconstruction method to reconstruct each DWI 
image from projection views that are motion-sensitized in a 
single direction. DWI images can thus be acquired with far 50 
fewer views without producing clinically objectionable 
image artifacts due to undersampling. 

I(x,y,z)~L(P(r,0, <j>)*C(x,y,z)(r,B,,i,(Pc(r,0,<j>) (3) 

where the sum (L) is over all projections in the image frame 
being reconstructed and the x, y, z values in a particular 
Radon plane are calculated using the profile value P(r,8,cp) at 
the appropriate r,8,cp value for that plane. P c(r,8,cp) is the 
corresponding profile value from the composite image, and 
C(x,y,z)r.e.<1> is the composite image value at (r,8,cp ). 

A discovery of the present invention is that good quality 
images can be produced with far fewer projection signal 
profiles if a priori knowledge of the signal contour in the 
FOY 12 is used in the reconstruction process. Referring to 
FIG. 5, for example, the signal contour in the FOY 12 may 
be known to include structures 18 and 20. That being the 
case, when the backprojection path 8 passes through these 
structures a more accurate distribution of the signal sample 
14 in each pixel is achieved by weighting the distribution as 
a function of the known signal contour at that pixel location. 
As a result, a majority of the signal sample 14 will be 
distributed in the example of FIG. 5 at the pixels that 
intersect the structures 18 and 20. For a backprojection path 
8 having N pixels this highly constrained backprojection 
may be expressed as follows: 

Another discovery of the present invention is that a priori 
information is available in a diffusion weighted imaging 

55 procedure and a composite image can be reconstructed and 
used to constrain the reconstruction ofundersampled images 
in each motion sensitizing direction. When a series of 
motion sensitized images are acquired in a DWI study, for 
example, each image frame may be reconstructed using a 

60 very limited set of acquired views. However, after a number 
of motion sensitized images have been acquired with views 
at interleaved projection angles, a sufficient number of 
different views are available to reconstruct a quality com
posite image for use according to the present invention. This 

65 is illustrated in FIG. 7, where dotted lines 30 indicate 
projection views acquired in one motion-sensitized image, 
dashed lines 32 indicate interleaved projection views 
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available microprocessor and a commercially available quad 
communication controller. The data acquisition server 120 
and data processing server 122 both employ the same 
commercially available microprocessor and the data pro-

acquired in a second motion-sensitized image, and lines 34 
indicate interleaved projection views acquired in a third 
motion-sensitized image. Whereas the sampling density 
necessary to meet the Nyquist criteria may extend only a 
short radial distance (r) for any one of these images, by 
combining the interleaved projection profiles of all three 
images this distance is effectively extended to the radius R 
with a resulting reduction in image artifacts. 

5 cessing server 122 further includes one or more array 
processors based on commercially available parallel vector 

The foregoing and other objects and advantages of the 
invention will appear from the following description. In the 10 

description, reference is made to the accompanying draw
ings which form a part hereof, and in which there is shown 
by way of illustration a preferred embodiment of the inven
tion. Such embodiment does not necessarily represent the 
full scope of the invention, however, and reference is made 15 

therefore to the claims and herein for interpreting the scope 
of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

processors. 
The workstation 10 and each processor for the servers 

118, 120 and 122 are connected to a serial communications 
network. This serial network conveys data that is down
loaded to the servers 118, 120 and 122 from the workstation 
110 and it conveys tag data that is communicated between 
the servers and between the workstation and the servers. In 
addition, a high speed data link is provided between the data 
processing server 122 and the workstation 110 in order to 
convey image data to the data store server 23. 

The pulse sequence server 118 functions in response to 
program elements downloaded from the workstation 110 to 
operate a gradient system 24 and an RF system 26. Gradient 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an MRI system used in the 
preferred embodiment of the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a graphic illustration of the manner in which 
k-space is sampled during a typical Fourier, or spin-warp, 
image acquisition using an MRI system; 

20 waveforms necessary to perform the prescribed scan are 
produced and applied to the gradient system 24 which 
excites gradient coils in an assembly 28 to produce the 
magnetic field gradients Gx, GY and G

2 
used for position 

encoding NMR signals. The gradient coil assembly 28 forms 

FIG. 3 is a graphic illustration of the manner in which 
k-space is sampled during a typical projection reconstruction 
image acquisition using an MRI system; 

25 part of a magnet assembly 30 which includes a polarizing 
magnet 32 and a whole-body RF coil 34. 

RF excitation waveforms are applied to the RF coil 34 by 
the RF system 26 to perform the prescribed magnetic 
resonance pulse sequence. Responsive NMR signals FIG. 4 is a pictorial representation of a conventional 

backprojection step in an image reconstruction process; 
FIG. 5 is a pictorial representation of the same step as 

implemented according to the present invention; 
FIG. 6 is a pictorial representation of a highly constrained 

backprojection step in the reconstruction of a 3D image; 
FIG. 7 is a graphic representation of interleaved projec

tion view k-space sampling pattern; 

30 detected by the RF coil 34 are received by the RF system 26, 
amplified, demodulated, filtered and digitized under direc
tion of commands produced by the pulse sequence server 
118. The RF system 26 includes an RF transmitter for 
producing a wide variety of RF pulses used in MR pulse 

FIG. 8 is a preferred pulse sequence used by the MRI 
system of FIG. 1 to practice the present invention; 

FIG. 9 is a flow chart of the steps used by the MRI system 
of FIG. 1 to practice the preferred embodiment of the 
invention; 

35 sequences. The RF transmitter is responsive to the scan 
prescription and direction from the pulse sequence server 
118 to produce RF pulses of the desired frequency, phase 
and pulse amplitude waveform. The generated RF pulses 
may be applied to the whole body RF coil 34 or to one or 

40 more local coils or coil arrays. 

FIG. 10 is a flow chart of an image reconstruction method 
used in the method of FIG. 9; and 

The RF system 26 also includes one or more RF receiver 
channels. Each RF receiver channel includes an RF ampli
fier that amplifies the NMR signal received by the coil to 
which it is connected and a quadrature detector which FIG. 11 is a flow chart of the steps used to practice a 

second embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

45 detects and digitizes the I and Q quadrature components of 
the received NMR signal. The magnitude of the received 
NMR signal may thus be determined at any sampled point 
by the square root of the sum of the squares of the I and Q 

Referring particularly to FIG. 1, the preferred embodi- 50 

ment of the invention is employed in an MRI system. The 
MRI system includes a workstation 110 having a display 112 
and a keyboard 114. The workstation 110 includes a pro
cessor 116 which is a commercially available programmable 
machine running a commercially available operating sys- 55 

tern. The workstation 10 provides the operator interface 
which enables scan prescriptions to be entered into the MRI 
system. 

The workstation 110 is coupled to four servers: a pulse 
sequence server 118; a data acquisition server 120; a data 60 

processing server 122, and a data store server 23. In the 
preferred embodiment the data store server 23 is performed 
by the workstation processor 116 and associated disc drive 
interface circuitry. The remaining three servers 118, 120 and 
122 are performed by separate processors mounted in a 65 

single enclosure and interconnected using a 64-bit backplane 
bus. The pulse sequence server 118 employs a commercially 

components: 

M~✓12+Q2, 

and the phase of the received NMR signal may also be 
determined: 

<j>~tan- 1Q/I. 

The pulse sequence server 118 also optionally receives 
patient data from a physiological acquisition controller 36. 
The controller 36 receives signals from a number of different 
sensors connected to the patient, such as ECG signals from 
electrodes or respiratory signals from a bellows. Such sig
nals are typically used by the pulse sequence server 118 to 
synchronize, or "gate", the performance of the scan with the 
subject's respiration or heart beat. 

The pulse sequence server 118 also connects to a scan 
room interface circuit 38 which receives signals from vari
ous sensors associated with the condition of the patient and 
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the magnet system. It is also through the scan room interface 
circuit 38 that a patient positioning system 40 receives 
commands to move the patient to desired positions during 
the scan. 

8 
chosen, the bottom half of k-space (k

2
<0) is only partially 

acquired. Because of the large FOY in all directions, a 
non-selective radio-frequency (RF) pulse 202 can be used to 
produce transverse magnetization throughout the image 

It should be apparent that the pulse sequence server 118 
performs real-time control of MRI system elements during 
a scan. As a result, it is necessary that its hardware elements 

5 FOY. 

be operated with program instructions that are executed in a 
timely manner by run-time programs. The description com
ponents for a scan prescription are downloaded from the 10 

workstation 110 in the form of objects. The pulse sequence 
server 118 contains programs which receive these objects 
and converts them to objects that are employed by the 
run-time programs. 

The digitized NMR signal samples produced by the RF 15 

system 26 are received by the data acquisition server 120. 
The data acquisition server 120 operates in response to 
description components downloaded from the workstation 
110 to receive the real-time NMR data and provide buffer 
storage such that no data is lost by data overrun. In some 20 

scans the data acquisition server 120 does little more than 
pass the acquired NMR data to the data processor server 
122. However, in scans which require information derived 
from acquired NMR data to control the further performance 
of the scan, the data acquisition server 120 is programmed 25 

to produce such information and convey it to the pulse 
sequence server 118. For example, during prescans NMR 
data is acquired and used to calibrate the pulse sequence 
performed by the pulse sequence server 118. Also, navigator 
signals may be acquired during a scan and used to adjust RF 30 

or gradient system operating parameters or to control the 
view order in which k-space is sampled. And, the data 
acquisition server 120 may be employed to process NMR 
signals used to detect the arrival of contrast agent in an MRA 
scan. In all these examples the data acquisition server 120 35 

acquires NMR data and processes it in real-time to produce 
information which is used to control the scan. 

The data processing server 122 receives NMR data from 
the data acquisition server 120 and processes it in accor
dance with description components downloaded from the 40 

workstation 110. Such processing may include, for example: 
Fourier transformation of raw k-space NMR data to produce 
two or three-dimensional images; the application of filters to 
a reconstructed image; the performance of a backprojection 
image reconstruction of acquired NMR data; the calculation 45 

of functional MR images; the calculation of motion or flow 
images, etc. 

A gradient-recalled NMR echo signal 203 is produced by 
spins in the excited FOY and acquired in the presence of 
three readout gradients 206, 208 and 210. Since a slab-select 
gradient is not required, the readout gradient waveforms Gx, 
Gy, and G

2 
have a similar form. This symmetry is interrupted 

only by the need to spoil the sequence, which is accom
plished by playing a dephasing gradient lobe 204 at the end 
of the sequence along one gradient axis. The Gx and GY 
readout gradients 208 and 210 are rewound by respective 
gradient pulses 212 and 214 to achieve steady state. 

The readout gradient waveforms Gx, GY and G
2 

are modu
lated during the scan to sample radial trajectories at different 
view angles. The angular spacing is chosen such that a 
uniform distribution of k-space sample points occurs at the 
peripheral boundary (kmax) of the sampled k-space sphere. 
Although several methods of calculating the distribution are 
known, a method which evenly distributes the projections by 
sampling the spherical surface with a spiral trajectory, with 
the conditions of constant path velocity and surface area 
coverage is used. This solution also has the benefit of 
generating a continuous sample path, which reduces gradi
ent switching and eddy currents. For N total projections, the 
equations for the gradient amplitude as a function of pro
jection number n are: 

(4) 

(5) 

Gy = cos(~sin-1 G,(n))✓ 1-G,(n)2 . 
(6) 

A series of N pulse sequences are performed where N 
determines the sampling density to be achieved during the 
scan. The readout gradient amplitudes for the nth pulse 
sequence in this series is given by equations (4), (5) and (6). 
While n can be indexed from 1 to N in monotonic order 
during the scan, it can be appreciated that other orders are 
possible. 

To diffusion weight the acquired echo signal 203 a large 
motion encoding gradient GM is applied after excitation of 
spin magnetization and prior to signal acquisition. The 

Images reconstructed by the data processing server 122 
are conveyed back to the workstation 110 where they are 
stored. Real-time images are stored in a data base memory 
cache (not shown) from which they may be output to 
operator display 112 or a display 42 which is located near the 
magnet assembly 30 for use by attending physicians. Batch 
mode images or selected real time images are stored in a host 
database on disc storage 44. When such images have been 
reconstructed and transferred to storage, the data processing 
server 122 notifies the data store server 23 on the worksta
tion 110. The workstation 110 may be used by an operator 
to archive the images, produce films, or send the images via 
a network to other facilities. 

50 motion encoding gradient GM is a bipolar gradient having 
two lobes 218 and 220 of equal area. As is well known in the 
art, the area of the lobes 218 and 220 and their spacing 
determines the sensitivity of the gradient GM to spin motion 
and the direction of the gradient GM determines the motion 

A pulse sequence used to acquire diffusion weighted data 
as 3D projections is shown in FIG. 8. The sequence is 
implemented on the above described MRI system equipped 
with a high-performance gradient subsystem (40 mT/m 
maximum amplitude and 150 T/m/sec maximum slew rate). 
Either full-echo or partial-echo readouts can be performed 
during a data acquisition window 200. If partial echo is 

55 sensitizing direction. The gradient GM is produced by a 
combination of the logical gradients Gx, GY and G

2 
that 

produce the desired direction. To perform diffusion tensor 
imaging separate images sensitized in at least six different 
directions must be acquired and in the preferred embodiment 

60 twelve different motion-sensitizing directions are acquired. 
It is the need to acquire so many separate images that drives 
up the total scan time for this procedure and produces the 
need for the present invention. 

This pulse sequence is easily adapted to acquire two-
65 dimensional images. As described for example in U.S. Pat. 

No. 6,630,824 one of the readout gradient waveforms may 
be replaced with a slice select gradient waveform and the 
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two remaining readout gradients are played out during the 
scan to acquire evenly spaced radial trajectories in 2D 
k-space. 

It should be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
sampling trajectories other than the preferred straight line 5 

trajectory extending from one point on the k-space periph
eral boundary, through the center of k-space to an opposite 
point on the k-space peripheral boundary may also be used. 
As mentioned above, one variation is to acquire a partial 
NMR echo signal 203 which samples along a trajectory that 10 

does not extend across the entire extent of the sampled 
k-space volume. Another variation which is equivalent to the 
straight line projection reconstruction pulse sequence is to 
sample along a curved path rather than a straight line. Such 
pulse sequences are described, for example, in "Fast Three 15 

Dimensional Sodium Imaging", MRM, 37:706-715, 1997 by 

10 
acquired for the closest motion-sens1tJzmg directions. A 
composite image is then reconstructed with this data set as 
indicated at process block 313. This reconstruction is done 
with a conventional image reconstruction method and in the 
preferred embodiment this reconstruction includes regrid
ding the k-space samples into Cartesian coordinates and then 
performing a 2D or 3D inverse Fourier transformation. 

A diffusion weighted image (DWI) is then reconstructed. 
This is done using the highly constrained backprojection 
method indicated at process block 315. Referring to FIG. 10, 
this highly constrained backprojection reconstruction step 
includes, a loop in which each projection view in the 
acquired k-space data set for the current motion-sensitized 
direction is backprojected. The k-space projection view is 
first transformed to Radon space by performing a fast 
Fourier inverse transformation as indicated at process block 
229. The transformed projection is then backprojected as 
indicated at process block 231. This backprojection is per
formed as described above in equation (2) for 2D or equation 
(3) for 3D and using the reconstructed composite image. 
This is a highly constrained backprojection and normaliza-
tion step that is described in detail above with reference to 
FIGS. 5 and 6. As indicated at process block 233, the 
resulting backprojected values are added to the direction 

F. E. Boada, et al. and in "Rapid 3D PC-MRA Using Spiral 
Projection Imaging", Proc. Intl. Soc. Magn. Reson. Med. 13 
(2005) by K. V. Koladia et al and "Spiral Projection Imag
ing: a new fast 3D trajectory", Proc. Intl. Soc. Mag. Reson. 20 

Med. 13 (2005) by J. G. Pipe and Koladia. It should also be 
apparent that the present invention may be employed with 
2D as well as 3D versions of these sampling methods and 
use of the term "pixel" is intended to refer to a location in 
either a 2D or a 3D image. 25 image being reconstructed and a test is made at decision 

block 235 to determine if all of the projection views have 
been backprojected for the current DWI image. If not, the 
next projection is processed as indicated at process block 
237. 

Referring particularly to FIG. 9, the diffusion tensor MRI 
procedure begins by acquiring the necessary diffusion 
weighted images as indicated generally by the steps within 
dotted line 301. The pulse sequence described above is used 
in the MRI system of FIG. 1 and a loop is entered in which 30 

a series of highly undersampled DWI images are acquired at 
the respective motion-sensitizing directions ( directions 
1-m). As indicated at process block 305, each DWI image 
is acquired with the above described pulse sequence, but far 
fewer views are acquired than suggested by the Nyquist 35 

criteria. In the preferred embodiment m=12 different 
motion-sensitizing directions are to be acquired and each 
undersampled DWI image is acquired with Nim views, 
where N is the number of views of a fully sampled DWI 
image. In the 2D embodiment, therefore, N/m=408/12=34 40 

projection views are acquired and in the 3D embodiment 
N/m=211,000/12=17,617 views are acquired. The projection 
views for each DWI image are directed such that k-space is 
sampled as uniformly as possible, albeit highly under
sampled. Most importantly, the projection views acquired 45 

for each undersampled DWI image are interleaved with all 
the projection views acquired for the other undersampled 
DWI images. As a result, when the last undersampled DWI 
image has been acquired, as determined at decision block 
307, k-space has been fully sampled with m=12 different 50 

motion-sensitizing gradients. 
This completes the DWI data acquisition phase of the 

process and image reconstruction begins. This can be done 
in the data processing server 22 of the MRI system of FIG. 
1, or the k-space data sets can be off-loaded to a separate 55 

workstation to free up the MRI system for the next patient. 

Referring again to FIG. 9, the image reconstruction pro
cess continues to produce DWI images for each acquired 
motion-sensitized direction until DWI images for all m=12 
of the prescribed directions have been produced as deter
mined at decision block 321. Otherwise, the next direction 
image is processed as indicated at process block 323. It 
should be noted that in this embodiment of the invention a 
composite image is formed for each DWI direction image 
using less than all the acquired interleaved projection views. 

As indicated at process block 326, after all the DWI 
images are reconstructed, they are processed to produce the 
diffusion tensor calculations. In the diffusion tensor calcu
lation, the intensity of each diffusion-weighted image pixel 
is fitted to calculate six independent variables in a 3x3 
diffusion tensor. The diffusion tensor is then diagonalized to 
obtain three eigen values and three eigen vectors. The 
images representing the properties of the fibers are than 
determined by further computer processing of the six values. 

As indicated by process block 328, these fiber property 
images are then used in an interactive fiber tracking process. 
The user initiates the process by selecting a pixel in an 
anatomic image of the subject. The tracking process 
involves pixel connecting and ultimately making a decision 
based on the fiber properties as to when the ends of the fiber 
containing the selected pixel are reached. This fiber tracking 
process and the diffusion tensor calculations are well known 
in the art and reference is made to the above cited U.S. Pat. 
Nos. 6,614,226; 6,526,305; 6,642,716 and 6,806,705 for a 
more detailed description of these processes. 

There are alternative ways in which the present invention 

It should be apparent that the patient scan time has been 
substantially reduced to the scan time needed to acquire one 
fully sampled image even though m=12 different motion
sensitizing directions have been acquired. 

Referring still to FIG. 9, a loop is then entered in which 
60 may be used to produce diffusion weighted images. Refer

ring particularly to FIG. 11, the diffusion tensor MRI pro
cedure in this second embodiment begins by acquiring the 
necessary diffusion weighted images as indicated generally 

a DWI image is reconstructed for each acquired, under
sampled k-space image data set. The first step in the image 
reconstruction process is to form a composite image k-space 
data set as indicated at process block 311. This is done by 65 

combining the k-space projection data for the direction 
being reconstructed along with the k-space projection data 

by dotted line 300. The pulse sequence described above is 
used in the MRI system of FIG. 1 and the first step indicated 
at process block 302 is to acquire a fully sampled "mask" 
image at one of the chosen motion-sensitizing directions 
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(direction 1). In the preferred embodiment N=408 views are 
acquired to satisfy the Nyquist criteria for a 256 by 256 pixel 
2D image and N=l00,000 views are acquired for a 3D 
image. 

12 
m are reconstructed. This is done using the highly con
strained backprojection method of the present invention 
indicated at process block 318. This backprojection recon
struction is illustrated in greater detail in FIG. 10 as 

A loop is then entered in which a series of highly 
undersampled DWI images are acquired at the respective 
remaining motion-sensitizing directions (directions 2-m). 

5 described above. The composite image is used along with 
the undersampled difference k-space data set for the current 
direction. After the difference DWI image has been recon
structed for a particular direction 2 through m, the previ
ously reconstructed image for direction 1 is added thereto as 

10 indicated at process block 320. This is a pixel-by-pixel 
addition of the magnitudes in the two images and it restores 
the structures that were subtracted out prior to image recon
struction. The result is a diffusion weighted image that is 

As indicated at process block 306, each DWI image is 
acquired with the above described pulse sequence, but far 
fewer views are acquired than suggested by the Nyquist 
criteria. In the preferred embodiment m=12 different 
motion-sensitizing directions are to be acquired and each 
undersampled DWI image is acquired with Nim views, 
where N is the number of views of a fully sampled DWI 
image. In the 2D embodiment, therefore, N/m=408/12=34 
projection views are acquired for each DWI image. These 
projection views are directed such that k-space is sampled as 
uniformly as possible, albeit highly undersampled. Most 
importantly, the projection views acquired for each under
sampled DWI image are interleaved with all the projection 20 

views acquired for the other undersampled DWI images. As 

15 
sensitive to spin motion in one of the m prescribed direc-

a result, when the last undersampled DWI image has been 
acquired, as determined at decision block 308, nearly all of 
k-space has been fully sampled for a second time. 

This completes the DWI data acquisition phase of the 25 

process and image reconstruction begins. This can be done 
in the data processing server 22 of the MRI system of FIG. 
1, or the k-space data sets can be off-loaded to a separate 
workstation to free up the MRI system for the next patient. 
It should be apparent that the patient scan time has been 30 

substantially reduced to the scan time needed to acquire two 
fully sampled images even though m=12 different motion
sensitizing directions have been acquired. 

Referring still to FIG. 11, the first step in the image 
reconstruction process is to reconstruct the fully sampled 35 

k-space data set for direction 1 as indicated at process block 
310. This direction 1 image is reconstructed with a conven
tional image reconstruction method and in the preferred 
embodiment this reconstruction includes regridding the 
k-space samples into Cartesian coordinates and then per- 40 

forming a 2D or 3D inverse Fourier transformation. The 
resulting image for direction 1 also serves as a "mask" image 
which is used in the processing described below. 

Before reconstructing images for directions 2 through m, 
45 

k-space data from mask direction 1 is subtracted as indicated 
at process block 312. This is done by subtracting projection 
views in the fully sampled direction 1 k-space data set from 
corresponding projection views at the same view angle in 
the undersampled k-space data sets for directions 2-m. This 

50 
is done to create sparse k-space data sets that work better 
with the highly constrained backprojection method. As a 
result, undersampled "difference" k-space data sets (2-1, 
3-1, 4-1, ... , m-1) are produced for each of the motion
sensitizing directions. 

55 
A single, fully sampled composite image is produced next 

as indicated at process block 314. This is accomplished by 
first combining all of the k-space interleaved projection 
views in the difference k-space data sets (2-1, 3-1, ... , 
m-1) and projection views from the direction 1 k-space data 60 
set to form a fully sampled k-space data set. A standard 
image reconstruction is then performed on this complete 
data set to produce the composite image. As indicated above, 

tions. 

The image reconstruction process continues to produce 
DWI images for each direction as indicated at process block 
324 until DWI images for all of the prescribed directions 
have been produced as determined at decision block 322. 

As described above, these DWI images are processed at 
326 to produce fiber property images and these in tum are 
used in the fiber tracking process 328. 

In the preferred embodiments described above, twelve 
different diffusion encoding directions are used. However, to 
produce higher resolution images that resolve complex fiber 
architectures or structures in tissues it is necessary to acquire 
diffusion weighted data sets that are motion encoded in 
hundreds of different directions. As indicated in the above
cited U.S. Pat. No. 6,614,226, for example, data sets for up 
to 400 different motion encoded directions may be acquired. 
In such cases the manner in which the composite images and 
mask images are formed in the methods described above is 
modified. 

First, the mask image reconstructed at process block 310 
(FIG. 11) is formed in a different manner, and its subtraction 
from the acquired undersampled k-space data sets at process 
block 312 is modified. Rather than using all the acquired 
projection views in the 100 or more motion encoded direc
tions, only those projection views acquired with the motion 
encoding gradient directions immediately around the direc
tion of the image frame being reconstructed are used in the 
mask. Enough are used that a quality mask image can be 
reconstructed with a state-of-the-art filtered backprojection 
method. Then, this reconstructed mask image is reprojected 
at the same view angles as those in the current image frame. 
These projected mask projection views are then subtracted 
from corresponding projection views in the current image 
frame to provide the desired "sparse" data set for the highly 
constrained backprojection reconstruction to follow. 

In this embodiment, a different mask is used for each 
diffusion encoding direction. 

Similarly, when a large number of different motion encod
ing gradient directions are acquired, the composite image is 
reconstructed in process block 314 from fewer than all the 
acquired projection views. As with the mask, projection 
views are employed that are acquired at motion encoded 
directions surrounding the direction of the current image 
frame. For example, if 100 different motion encoding direc-
tions are acquired, projection views from the closest sur
rounding 10 neighboring motion encoding gradients are 
employed. These are sufficient in number to enable a high a regridding followed by an inverse Fourier transformation 

method is used in the preferred embodiment. 65 quality composite image to be reconstructed. 

A loop is then entered in which the undersampled DWI 
images encoded at motion-sensitizing directions 2 through 

As with the mask, a separate composite image is produced 
for each differently motion encoded image frame data set. 
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The invention claimed is: 
1. A method for producing a set of diffusion weighted 

images of a subject positioned in a field of view (FOY) of 
a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) system, the steps 
comprising: 

a) acquiring with the MRI system a set of projection views 
of the subject positioned in the FOY using a pulse 
sequence with a motion sensitizing gradient directed 
along a first direction the set of projection views 
forming an undersampled image data set; 

b) repeating step a) a plurality of times, wherein the 
motion sensitizing gradient is directed along a different 
direction each time and the projection views are all 
interleaved; 

10 

c) producing a composite image with projection views 15 

from a plurality of the undersampled image data sets 
wherein a value at each composite image pixel indi
cates information about the subject positioned in the 
FOY; 

d) reconstructing a diffusion weighted image of the sub- 20 

ject from each undersampled image data set by; 
d)i) backprojecting acquired projection views in the 

undersampled image data set into the FOY and 
weighting the value backprojected into each image 
pixel by the value of the corresponding pixel in the 25 

composite image; and 

14 
g) subtracting mask image projection views from corre

sponding projection views acquired in step a) prior to 
performing step d) therewith. 

5. The method as recited in claim 4 which includes: 
h) reconstructing a mask image from the projection views 

acquired in step f); and 
i) adding the mask image to each diffusion weighted 

image reconstructed in step d) prior to performing step 
e) therewith. 

6. The method as recited in claim 1 in which the com
posite image produced in step c) is reconstructed from 
substantially all the projection views in all the undersampled 
image data sets acquired in step a). 

7. The method as recited in claim 1 in which a different 
composite image is produced in step c) for each diffusion 
weighted image reconstructed in step d) and in which each 
different composite image is produced with projection views 
from different ones of the undersampled image data sets 
acquired in step a). 

8. The method as recited in claim 7 in which each 
composite image is produced using projection views from 
the undersampled image data set being reconstructed and 
projection views from undersampled image data sets that are 
motion sensitized in directions near the motion sensitized 
direction of the undersampled image data set being recon
structed. 

d)ii) summing the backprojected values for each image 
pixel; and 

e) calculating a diffusion tensor from the diffusion 
weighted images. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1 in which each image 
pixel backprojected value Sn is calculated in step d)i) as 

9. The method as recited in claim 4 in which the mask 
projection views acquired in step f) are interleaved and form 
undersampled mask image data sets that are motion sensi-

30 tized with gradients directed along substantially the same 
directions as the undersampled image data sets acquired in 
steps a) and b ). 

35 

where: P=the projection view value being backprojected; 
Cn =corresponding pixel value in the composite image; 40 

Sn =the value of the nth pixel along the backprojection 
path; and 

N=total number of pixels along the backprojection 
path. 

3. The method as recited in claim 1 in which the FOY is 45 

three-dimensional, a three-dimensional image is produced, 
and the image I(x,y.z) reconstructed in step d) is: 

I(x,y,z)<E.(P(r, 0,<j> )* C(x,y,z)(r,s,,i,(P c(r,0,<j>) 

where the summation (L) is over all projection views used 50 

to reconstruct the image; I(x,y.z) is the image value at pixel 
location x,y,z; Pcr.e.<1>) is the back projected value from the 
projection view at view angle 8, cp; C(x,y.z) is the composite 
image value at the pixel location x,y,z; and P c(r,8,cp) is the 
projection profile value from the composite image at the 55 

view angle 8, cp. 
4. The method as recited in claim 1 which includes: 
f) acquiring projection views for a mask image of the 

subject positioned in the FOY; and 

10. The method as recited in claim 9 which includes: 
reconstructing a mask image using mask projection views 

corresponding to those in the undersampled image data 
set being reconstructed and mask projection views from 
undersampled mask projection data sets that are motion 
sensitized in directions near the motion sensitizing 
direction of the mask projection views corresponding to 
those in the undersampled image data set being recon
structed; and 

reprojecting the mask image at view angles corresponding 
to the view angles of the projection views in the image 
data set being reconstructed and using the reprojected 
mask image projection views in step g). 

11. The method as recited in claim 9 which includes: 
producing separate mask image for each undersampled 

image data set being reconstructed; 
reprojecting each mask image; and 
subtracting the reprojected mask image projection views 

from corresponding projection views in the under
sampled image data sets being reconstructed. 

12. The method as recited in claim 11 which includes 
adding each mask image to its corresponding diffusion 
weighted image reconstructed in step d) prior to performing 
step e) therewith. 

* * * * * 
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